How To Grow Great.

Devour the newspapers. Know your gunmen and gunwomen. Don't miss details on murders, tortures and the like.

Read all the junk about Babe Ruth's big bat and Lefty Grove's sore arm, about June Snortz' disastrous romance with Hardarm Grant.

Get every word that Voliva and Aimee MacPherson proffer on the end of the world. Know your Psychiana.

Feed your eyes on pictures intended for morons and apes. Skip editorials and serious discussions of important movements, of economic, political, and social problems.

Thus in a short time you will feel at ease in the company of truly educated men.

Gas ad nauseam. Spend hours daily relating the parties you've been on, telling about Pa's large and prosperous pie factory, how many boils you've had on the back of your neck, how you'd run a university.

Makes your conversation illuminating and interesting.

Don't consult authorities on mooted questions but learn to domineer by out-shouting your opponents. When you're wrong don't admit it but grow sore and loud and abusive. Throw in some cuss words for extra emphasis.

Adds charm and distinction to your manner of speech.

Loaf. Don't be a sissy and worry about class work. Let the yokels marvel at how you get by without effort. Sneak off in a corner and copy your duties. Cheat when you're in a pinch.

Develops self-reliance, honesty, the sense of honor so much admired by men.

Spread the doctrine that the line's the thing that puts a guy over in after life.

Sleep. Artificial regulation of sleep is dangerous, hard on the nerves, stifles genius. Get up when you have to, sleep when you get the chance.

Lolling is swell for the will, makes a guy hard and energetic, develops character and punch, eliminates time you'd otherwise have to live through.

Day-Dream. If Ginger comes to mind at your Metaphysics, there must be a reason. Don't be disloyal to Ginger.

Dote upon your next summer's tan and the woozy effect it will have on the natives; meditate on the slick line you'll sling with new and scientific additions to vocabulary.

Thus you will quickly develop the power of concentration, really learn how to think.

Easter Duty.

Last call, Sunday, May 27.

PRAYERS: Doxosad - Hm. Fishor's father. Two special intentions.